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HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING IN
BIOINFORMATICS
Abstract
Recent breakthroughs in many fronts of life science research have led to the exponential
growth of biological data. On the other side, rapid progress in the high performance
computing (HPC) arena provides an ever-increasing computational power that was
unimaginable before. The integration of these latest developments opens up great
opportunities in the computational simulation and analysis of relevant biological systems.
The interdisciplinary efforts have created the new research field of Bioinformatics, defined
most broadly as informatics in the domains of life sciences. Bioinformatics enables
remarkable advances in the fields of genome research, drug discovery, healthcare, etc., and is
helping to create new personalized therapeutic strategies for living longer and healthier. My
goal is to establish a Bio-HPC lab with a focus on the application of HPC technology to
solve important biological and biomedical problems. I will discuss the development of a
dedicated Bio-HPC cluster that is funded by NIH. I will also present three specific, HPCenabled research projects including: 1) Parallel algorithm and software for identification of
new CRISPR-Cas systems as potential gene editing tools; 2) RNA pseudoknots and related
structures in the regulation of gene expression; 3) structure-based drug development. I will
also briefly discuss my philosophy and plans for teaching and training students in the HPC
and bioinformatics areas.

